Academic librarians should expand our understanding of what counts as an authoritative resource, and be unafraid to challenge long-established wisdom in this domain. Wikipedia is far from perfect, but neither is the Encyclopedia Britannica. Wikipedia is updated daily, while the Britannica is no longer printed. If we cling to the Britannica as a symbol of authoritativeness, we will become obsolete ourselves.
INTRODUCTION
argues that the standards "should not be reapproved as they exist but should be extensively revised" (p. 1). As we librarians know, this is because the Internet has profoundly altered the ways in which people create, share, analyze, and validate information. To be credible, the new ACRL standards must take full account of these changes.
There are positive signs that the new standards will meet this test. Strikingly, the task force makes this claim (ACRL, 2012): "With changes in scholarly communication and the evolving digital landscape, we recognize the need to break down the hierarchical structures for disseminating information and level the information playing field" (p. 5). This is a revolutionary statement for academic librarians. Most of the tools we have developed and the training we offer are in service of hierarchical structures for disseminating information. This is the core of our profession, using perspectives and techniques that have been honed over centuries. Going against this grain is a profound, courageous, and necessary step. Given the ubiquity of false information on the open web, the caution contained in the ACRL standard quoted above is reasonable. As we know some of the false information is simple error; some reflects prejudice; and some stems from a malicious intent to deceive. Any web user needs skills to determine a source that is credible from one that is not. A credible source does not need to be free of all bias, but a credible source will always be transparent in the assumptions and thinking that went into its creation.
CRITIQUE OF THE ORIGINAL ACRL STANDARDS
By encouraging college students to use librarian-vetted tools, the authors of the original standards hoped to steer them to credible sources. However, it is simply not true that vetted resources are prima facie superior to unvetted resources located via a Google search or a Twitter feed. An increasing number of scientific journals have retracted articles they have published in recent years, even though those articles successfully passed through the checkpoint of peer review (Zimmer, 2012 (Gleick, 2013) . Wikipedia entries have been sabotaged (Seelye, 2005) . Google search results have been gamed (Segal, 2011) .
Born-digital sources have many weaknesses, but we cannot let this blind us to the imperfections of older types of information. Our goal should be to instill within students the ability to critically and objectively examine any piece of information they encounter, wherever they encounter it. The new ACRL standards appear poised to facilitate such an evaluation, but the devil will be in the details.
ASSESSING THE NEW STANDARDS
The task force co-chairs responsible for the new standards, Trudi Jacobson and Craig Gibson, envision a user-friendly document that eliminates library jargon and acts as a curriculum planning tool rather than a set of firm standards. As Jacobson and Gibson noted (2013) , the original standardsreplete with jargon and prescriptive criteria-were "overwhelming" in their presentation (p. 2).
Jacobson
and Gibson introduced transliteracy and metaliteracy as important enhancements of the concept of information literacy. Transliteracy is the ability to critically analyze information that appears in all forms, textually, audibly, and visually (Thomas et al., 2007) . Metaliteracy is the ability to step back and reflect upon one's own thinking while evaluating a piece of information. Over time a metaliterate person will be able to improve upon his or her evaluative skills (Mackey & Jacobson, 2011) . This is especially relevant to my argument that students should apply equal critical rigor to sources wherever they find them.
Given that the new standards are intended as a curriculum tool more than a set of rules, it will be hard to fully assess their impact until we know how librarians and faculty members have employed them. To guide that assessment, here are some questions to ponder when the new standards appear. These questions are intended as a means of assessing how well the new standards "break down the hierarchical structures for disseminating information and level the information playing field" (ACRL, 2012 Challenging this power dynamic to assert the value of new information formats will take courage and resolve. It may feel like we are no longer offering service, but rather are starting arguments with the faculty members whom we value as colleagues and collaborators. Academic librarians will need to hone their consultative skills to engage in such conversations and recognize that this is another form of service rather than a departure from our core values.
There is reason to persevere. As R. David Lankes (2013) argued, such service serves our ultimate aim of developing new and useful knowledge. Born-digital information sources are not mere trifles. The argument must be made that the content and credibility of information are distinct and separate from the format of the information. If we surmount the inherent difficulties that will come with making this argument, our reward will be enriching our students' engagement with and understanding of the world.
